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Abstract
We propose a method for extracting a gaze region from

an observed image by analyzing human’s view directions
and image information. The view direction of the user,
which is represented as a 2D gaze point in the observed
image, is obtained by an eye-mark recorder at every image-
capturing timing. All gaze points are translated to one of the
images for extracting the gaze region based on the history
of the view directions. The system divides all gaze points
into several groups by comparing color information etc.,
and then generates several convex hulls as initial regions.
Each initial region is extended based on its color informa-
tion and the spatial distribution of the gaze points. All re-
gions are finally integrated and regarded as the gaze region.

1. Introduction
If a camera mounted by a person can capture the same

image he/she is looking at, that image can provide invalu-
able information about what he/she is thinking about. The
observed image may have several components, including
not only gazed objects but also a background. To under-
stand the user’s attention, the region of interest to the user
should be extracted from the observed image. We call this
image region of interest the gaze region. [1] proposed a
stereo-vision system that estimates a gaze region in an ob-
served image. In this system, however, only a 3D planar
object can be extracted. For general applications, a segmen-
tation method that can extract a gaze region corresponding
to arbitrary 3D object(s) is required.

We employ the following device and method to extract
an arbitrary gaze region. 1) With a device that estimates in
which direction a person is looking, the points in the ob-
served image gazed at by him/her can be obtained. The
temporal history and the spatial distribution of these points
are taken into account when initially estimating the gaze re-
gion. 2) Next, the color distribution and the edge detected
around the gaze points are analyzed to determine the gaze
region precisely.

2. System Overview
To measure a user’s view line, we employ the EMR-8

made by NAC Inc. The direction of a user’s view (view
direction) is measured by the corneal reflection-pupil center
method. The view camera is positioned at the mid-point
half way between the user’s eyes. The view direction at
each observation timing is represented as a 2D point in the
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Figure 1. Processing flow diagram.

image observed by the view camera. We call this point a
gaze point. The above data is acquired at 15 fps.

The view camera captures sequential images from when
a user starts gazing at an object to when he/she stops. The
task of the system is to extract the region of the gazed object
from the image observed when a user stops gazing at the
object, namely from the last observed image. In our system,
a user has to intentionally move his/her view directions so
that 1) all gaze points exist within the gaze region and 2) its
area is almost covered by the gaze points. We evaluate the
accuracy of the estimated result by comparing the extracted
region and the ground truth given by a user in Section 4.

Our system has the following restrictions about a target.

• Gaze at an unmovable rigid object and fix a user’s
head during the observation: If this restriction is bro-
ken, the system has to calculate where each gaze
point is translated to in the last observed image. If this
restriction is kept, on the other hand, all gaze points
can be superimposed directly on any observed image.

• Gaze at an object whose region in the observed im-
age is sufficiently: Since a view direction is unsteady
even if a person tries to gaze at a fixed position, it is
difficult to gaze at a small region.

The basic scheme of the system is illustrated in Fig. 1.

1. Translate all gaze points to the last observed im-
age: All gaze points are displayed in the last image.

2. Eliminate outliers by using the Kalman filter: A
gaze point that is away from the estimated trajectory
of the gaze points is eliminated.

3. Generate the edge image: The edge lines around the
trajectory of the gaze points are erased.

4. Divide all gaze points into several groups: A group
of the divided gaze points form a initial region.
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Figure 2. Edge elimination along the trajec-
tory of gaze points.

5. Extend each region: Each region is extended to ab-
sorb adjacent pixels whose image information is sim-
ilar to that of the extending region.

6. Integrate all regions: The integrated region is re-
garded as the whole region of the gazed object.

3. Extracting a Gaze Region using the History
of Gaze Points

3.1. Representation of View Directions
Suppose that the system observes N images, I1, I2,

· · · , IN , each of which has the information of a gaze point.
All the gaze points have to be translated to IN . Since the
region of the gazed object is fixed in the all images, the
translated 2D positions of the gaze points in IN are identi-
cal to the original 2D positions observed in I1, I2, · · · , IN

(mentioned in Section 2).

3.2. Outlier Elimination using the Kalman Filter
Although a user intentionally moves his/her view direc-

tions so that all gaze points exist within the gaze region,
several gaze points might be out of the gaze region because
1) a view direction sways inevitably and 2) the estimated
result of an eyemark recorder includes errors. While it is
hard to detect all error points, a point that swerves from the
estimated gaze trajectory can be detected as follows.

The state vector of a gaze point is defined as

xi =
{
(xi, yi, vix , viy)

}�
, (1)

where (xi, yi), (vix , viy ) denote the position and the veloc-
ity of the gaze point observed in Ii, respectively. Let yi

denote the measurement vector. The state equation and the
measurement equation are, then, defined as follows:

xi+1 = Fxi + Gwi, (2)

yi = Hi + vi, (3)

where wi and vi represent the system noise and the mea-
surement noise, respectively, and the state transition matrix
F , the control matrix G and the measurement matrix H are
represented as follows:

F =

⎛
⎜⎝

1 0 ∆T 0
0 1 0 ∆T
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎠ ,

G =
(

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

)�
, H =

(
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

)
,

where ∆T denotes an interval between sequential mea-
surements. In the above representations, the motion of a
view direction is assumed as constant linear velocity. With
these definitions, we employ the following equations as the
Kalman filter:

Ki = P̃ iH
T (I2×2 + HP̃ iH

T )−1, (4)

x̃i+1 = F {x̃i + Ki(yi − Hx̃i)}, (5)

P̃ i+1 = F (P̃ i − KiHP̃ i)F T +
σ2

w

σ2
v

Λ, (6)
where

• x̃i = x̂i|i−1,

• x̂i|i−1 denotes the estimated xi when y0, . . . , yi−1

are given,

• P̃ i = P̂ i|i−1,

• P̂ i|i−1 =
∑̂

i|i−1/σ2
v ,

• ∑̂
i|i−1 denotes the estimated error covariance ma-

trix,

• Ki denotes the Kalman gain, and

• Λ = GGT .
The proposed system compares the observed point y i+1

with the estimated point x̃i+1. If the distance between these
two points is longer than the predefined threshold, y i+1 is
regarded as an outlier and removed from the set of the ob-
served gaze points.

3.3. Edge Detection and Elimination based on the
Gaze Trajectory

For image segmentation, the boundary line between ob-
served objects provides useful information. The boundary
line can be detected by edge detection.

The detected edge lines, however, include not only the
boundary line between objects but also various components,
e.g., texture patterns and shadows. Edge lines except for the
boundary line between objects disturb the correct extraction
of a gaze region. To reduce this harmful influence, the tra-
jectory of gaze points is useful information. Since all gaze
points must be within the region of the gazed object, all
edge lines between gaze points can be eliminated.

Edge elimination is practically implemented as follows
(Fig. 2). Let 1) Ei and Ei+1 denote two subsequent gaze
points and 2) ds denote the distance between Ei and Ei+1.
When the sobel operator is applied to the observed image, a
threshold for binarizing the pixel at �B (represented by Te)
is determined by the following equation:

Te = Tb +
Tgain

ds × db
, (7)

where db and Tgain denote the distance between �B and
EiEi+1 and a predefined constant, respectively. With this
threshold, as the distance between �B and the gaze trajectory
becomes shorter, the threshold at �B becomes larger.



3.4. Generating Initial Regions
All gaze points are divided into several groups. We call

these groups gp-groups. To divide the gaze points into gp-
groups, we should consider the following conflict problems:

• A large initial region is suitable for extending itself
without being interfered by error edge lines.

• If many gaze points distributed in a wide area are seg-
mented to a gp-group, the convex hull including these
points might be partly out of the region of a gazed ob-
ject.

Considering the above two problems, we group all gaze
points taking into account the following three points of in-
formation:

Color information RGB color information is represented
as a 3D vector in the RGB space. The angle θ be-
tween the RGB vectors around gaze points are com-
pared with each other for determining whether or not
these gaze points are divided into the same gp-group.

Spatial distribution The distance de between the centroid
of the gaze points in a gp-group and another gaze
point Pnew is evaluated to determine whether or not
Pnew is classified into this gp-group.

de =
√

(Cx − xm)2 + (Cy − ym)2, (8)

where (Cx, Cy) and (xm, ym) denote the centroid of
a gp-group and the position of a gaze point m.

Temporal trajectory The temporal information of two
gaze points is represented by the length of the tra-
jectory between them, represented by db:

db =
m−1∑
i=l

√
(xi+1 − xi)2 + (yi+1 − yi)2, (9)

where (xl, yl) and (xm, ym) denote the coordinates
of the gaze points that are lastly classified into a gp-
group and newly evaluated whether or not classified
into this gp-group, respectively.

Based on these criteria, we define a correlation between
a gp-group and a gaze point as follows:

C = α × cos θ + β × de + γ × db, (10)

where α, β and γ denote predefined weighted-constants.
With this function, all gaze points are segmented as follows:
Step 1 The gaze point (x0, y0), observed when a user starts

gazing at an object, forms an initial gp-group.
Step 2 Suppose that N gp-groups have been generated.

The correlations C1,···,N between these N gp-groups
and a gaze point (xi, yi) are calculated.

Step 3 (xi, yi) is then segmented to the gp-group that has
the highest correlation Chigh (high ∈ {1, · · · , N}) if
Chigh is above a predefined threshold.

Step 4 If Chigh is below the predefined threshold, on the
other hand, a new gp-group is generated and (x i, yi)
is segmented to this newly generated gp-group.

Gazed object

Initial gp-regions

Gaze points

Figure 3. Generated initial gp-regions.

Step 5 Steps 2, 3 and 4 are applied to all gaze points.
After all gaze points are divided into gp-groups, the re-

gion of each gp-group should be generated. We call this
region a gp-region. In our method, the convex hull that con-
sists of the gaze points in each gp-group is regarded as the
initial state of a gp-region. This convex hull is generated by
employing the Quick Hull algorithm proposed in [3]:
Step 1 If the number of the gaze points in a gp-group is

less than three, the gaze points and their vicinities are
regarded as the initial state of a gp-region.

Step 2 Otherwise, arbitrary three gaze points are selected
for generating a triangle that is regarded as an initial
hull.

Step 3 If there exists any gaze point outside the convex
hull, the point that is the most distant from one of
the sides of the convex hull is selected. This point
and side are denoted by Pd and Ld, respectively.

Step 4 The two line-segments between Pd and two vertices
of Ld are inserted into the convex hull instead of Ld.

Step 5 Steps 3 and 4 are continued until no gaze point is
out of the convex hull.

Figure 3 shows an example of initial gp-regions.

3.5. Region Extension
The area of each gp-region is extended to estimate the re-

gion of a gazed object. Previous region-extraction methods
take into account edge lines and color distribution for es-
timating boundary lines. Most of these methods, however,
have the following problems:
Problem 1 An edge line strongly suppresses the extension

of a region.
Problem 2 If an edge line is not plainly detected at the

boundary of a target object, the extended region is
widely spread outside the target.

We cope with these problem as follows:
Problem 1 Since crowded edge lines/points generated by

texture patterns should not prevent the extension of
a gp-region, the system evaluates whether or not a
detected edge is the part of a straight line.

Problem 2 As the boundary of a gp-region is far from its
gaze points, the system suppresses the extension.

Let R be a square region whose center P is a point at
the boundary line of a gp-region. The region of R, except
for the gp-region, is denoted by R0 as illustrated in Fig. 4.
If the following two conditions are satisfied, R0 is added to
the gp-region.
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Figure 4. Region extension.

Condition 1 There is no straight edge line in R0. To de-
termine whether or not an edge line exists in R0, the
following value p is evaluated:

p =
∑

(Xi − X̄)(Yi − Ȳ )√∑
(Xi − X̄)2

√∑
(Yi − Ȳ )2

, (11)

where (Xi, Yi) and (X̄, Ȳ ) denote the x-y coordi-
nates of each gaze point and their centroid, respec-
tively. If p is below a predefined threshold, it is con-
sidered that there is no straight edge line in R0.

Condition 2 The difference between the standard devia-
tions of RGB values in R and R0 is less than a prede-
fined threshold T .

T =
Davr

D
× T0, (12)

| σ0 − σ |
σ

≤ T, (13)

where 1) σ and σ0 denote the standard deviations of
RGB values in R and R0, respectively, 2) Davr de-
notes the average of the distances between the gaze
points in the gp-region and their centroid, 3) D de-
notes the distance between P and the centroid of the
gaze points in the gp-region, and 4) T0 denotes the
predefined threshold. With this condition, the exten-
sion of the boundary line is suppressed depending on
the spatial distribution of the gaze points.

Region extension halts when the above two conditions
are not satisfied at any point p at the boundary line of a
gp-region. All the gp-regions are, then, added to a single
region, which is regarded as the whole region of the gazed
object.

4. Experimental Results
We conducted experiments to verify the effectiveness of

the system. In these experiments, a user gazed at 1) a back-
pack on a sofa and 2) a backpack and a sofa. In each exper-
iment, a user gazed at an object for about five seconds.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5 and 6. The
size of each image is 640 × 480 pixel. In each figure, (a)
observed gaze points, (b) gaze points except for outliers, (c)
edge image, (d) result of edge elimination, (e) initial gp-
regions, and (f) extracted result are shown. From these re-
sults, we can confirm that the proposed system can correctly
extract a gaze region depending on the user’s focus area.

We also evaluated the quantitative performance of the
system by comparing the extracted result and the ground

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5. Experimental results: backpack.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Figure 6. Experimental results: sofa.

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation.

true-positive faulse-positive

backpack 65.7% 0.0%

backpack and sofa 88.9% 0.0%

truth given by a user (Table 1). While the true-positive rate
in the case of gazing at the backpack is low, all other results
show the effectiveness of the proposed system.

5. Concluding Remarks
The system integrates the temporal sequence of gaze

points and extract the image region gazed at by a user.
Following are the future works:

Implementation in real time Since several computations
take a great deal of time, the proposed algorithm can-
not work in real time.

Extraction of a moving object All gaze points have to be
correctly translated to one of the observed images
based on image correlation or other criteria.

This research is supported by CREST Program of JST
and the Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research, No.15700157,
2004.
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